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Abstract-An adaptation of the Runge-Kutta-Verner (5,6) formula pair is used to construct a 
numerical method for the solution of state-dependent delay differential equations with nonvanishing 
lag. A fifth-degree divided-difference Newton backward interpolation polynomial is used to find the 
location of the derivative jump discontinuities of the solution. In order to maintain the sixth-order 
accuracy of the RKV pair, the value of the solution at the delay is approximated by a three-point 
Hermite polynomial. This new method is tested on some real-life problems. A Fortran program, 
called SYSDEL, is available from the authors. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the system of state-dependent delay differential equations (DDEs): 
y’(t) = f(t,Y(% Yl(49 Y(Q), * * * 7 ?/&(t,Y(~)~)) 7 for t E [u, b], 
y(t) = 4(t), for t E [&a], 
(1.1) 
where the vector functions y, f, 4 and (Y have domains and ranges given, respectively, by 
y : [ii,b] --t IIF, 
f:[a,b]xW~xlR~-+W~, 
4: [i&a] --) W”, 
a : [a, b] x llP + RF, 
where 
E = a$, {Q&Y(t))}. 
-- 
i=l,...,n 
We have the following definition: 
DEFINITION 1. The terms ai(t, y(t)) and t - ai(t, y(t)) are 
the lags. 
We consider only nonvanishing lags: 
0.2) 
called, respectively, the delays and 
w (4 y(t)) < t, for all t E [a, b]. (1.3) 
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NOTATION 1. To simplify vector notation in systems, we shall set 
Y(&,Y)) := [Yl(al(t,Y))~~ * * ,y,(a,(t7Y))]T. (1.4) 
System (1.1) is considered as a valid mathematical model for problems from various areas, 
including neural network, biology, and timelag control processes. Thus, there is continued interest 
in the numerical treatment of DDEs and several schemes adapted from schemes for the numerical 
solution of ordinary differential equations (ODES) have been developed. 
Fourth-order Runge-Kutta methods and two-point Hermite interpolation polynomials have 
been used by Neves [l], and algorithms based on fourth- and seventh-order Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg 
methods together with Hermite interpolation polynomials have been presented by H. J. Oberle 
and H. J. Pesh [2]. 
S. Thompson [3,4] has developed numerical methods which are based on a continuously imbed- 
ded Runge-Kutta method of Sarafyan [5]. This method has the advantage that no extra function 
evaluations are needed to construct the interpolation polynomial. An algorithm based on a 
predictor-corrector mode of a one-step collocation method at k Gaussian points has been con- 
structed by A. Bellen and M. Zennaro [S]. 
In general, in addition to the usual consistency and stability requirements for ODE numerical 
schemes, the numerical treatment of DDEs has to pay attention to two other difficulties: firstly, 
the interpolation of the delayed term and, secondly, the jump discontinuities in the various 
derivatives of the solution. 
Recently, H. Hayashi and W. Enright [7] h ave proposed a numerical algorithm for vanishing 
lag problems. This algorithm uses continuous Runge-Kutta methods. The number of function 
evaluations per step is at most three times the number of stages required in the underlying 
continuous Runge-Kutta method but the method can use stepsizes larger than the delay and can 
handle problems that have discontinuities. Preliminary results [8] indicate that, for nonvanishing 
delays, the performance of this procedure is equivalent to the performance of previous methods. 
In [9] and in this work, the results of Neves [lo] are used to characterize the derivatives jump 
discontinuities. In Section 2, a new method for the location of these discontinuities is given. The 
numerical integration method and its convergence properties are the subject of Section 3. This 
method uses an adapted (5,6) Runge-Kutta formula pair to integrate the DDE and a three-point 
Hermite polynomial to interpolate the solution at the delay. In Section 4, a stepsize control is 
given and the precision of the method is tested numerically. The numerical experiments were run 
in double precision Fortran conforming to the IEEE floating point standard on an AMDAHL 4370 
and an IBM 3090 at the University of Ottawa. The Fortran code, called SYSDEL, is available 
upon request from the authors. 
Finally, only nonvanishing lags are considered in this work. Moreover, the functions f, 4 and 
(Y are assumed to be sufficiently smooth and zi < a. 
2. DERIVATIVE JUMP DISCONTINUITIES 
2.1. General Results 
For reason of simplicity, we shall consider only single-lag scalar DDEs. However, the results 
of this section are also valid for systems of equations with multiple lags. Hence, we consider a 
single scalar delay differential equation 
y’(t) = f(t, y(t), y(a(t, y(t)))), for t E [a, bl, 
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DEFINITION 2. A number E is called a derivative jump discontinuity of the solution y(t) of (2.1) 
if y or some derivative of y has a jump discontinuity at t = [. 
A set of derivative jump discontinuities is propagated from the initial jump point, which gen- 
erally is the point t = a. This set forms the so-called primary discontinuities of y(t). 
If E is a point of discontinuity of either f or 4 then 6 can generate a set of secondary disconti- 
n&ties in the various derivatives of y(t). 
We assume that in (2.1) the functions f, q3 and a are sufficiently smooth; hence, we shall con- 
sider only the primary derivative jump discontinuities of y(t). Furthermore, these discontinuities 
are assumed to be isolated. 
In [ll, Theorem 2.11, Neves and Feldstein characterized the derivative jump discontinuities as 
the set of zeros of the nonlinear switching function, 
q(t) = o(t, y(t)) - Z, 
where 2 is a previous jump. This characterization is contained in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume that Problem (2.1) has continuity classp > 1, i.e., all the mixed partial 
derivatives off and (Y and the derivatives of q3 up to order p are continuous on their respective 
domain of definition. Let y(t) denote a solution of (2.1) and Z1 E [a, b] be a point of discontinuity 
of the nth derivative, y (“j(t), of y, where n < p and n is the least integer such that ytn) is 
discontinuous at Zl. Also, assume that ytp) is continuous on [ZI - <I, Zi) U (Zi , Zi + &] for some 
positive real number (1. If there exists Z2 E [a, h] such that Z2 is a zero of integer multiplicity 
m 2 1 of the switching function a(t,Y(t)) - Z1, then there exists (2 > 0 such that y(P) is 
continuous on [Zz - &,Z2) U (Zz, ZZ + &] and yCq) is continuous on [ZZ - @J, Z2 + 521, where 
1. q=p, if m is even, 
2. q = min{p,mn}, if m is odd. 
It is also shown in [ll] that in order to obtain a high order numerical scheme for DDEs, the 
jump discontinuities have to be located to a specific accuracy (see [ll, Theorem 4.1.1). But, since 
generally it is not possible to know beforehand the exact derivative jump discontinuities, &, a 
numerical approximation to these <i’s is needed. This is the subject of the following subsection. 
2.2. A Numerical Method for the Location of Jump Discontinuities 
To describe the switching function method, we shall use Newton’s divided-difference backward 
interpolation polynomials [12] to extrapolate the switching function g(t). 
We first recall the construction of Newton’s polynomial. Assume that the values of a function f 
are known at (q+l) past, not necessarily equidistant, points, Lq,. . . , tn-1, t,. An approximation 
to f(t), at a point t, is given by Newton’s backward divided-difference polynomial of degree q: 
P(t) =f (tn) + (t - tn)f [tn, L-11 + (t - tn)(t - tn-l)f [tn, L-1, L-21 
+ *+(t-t,)(t-t,-&.(t-t,-,+1)f[t, )..., tnWq], 
where 
f [tn, tn_r] .= f (tn) - f (L-1) 
t, - L-1 
denotes the first divided difference and, by recurrence, 
f Itn, 
. . . ( tn_il := f [tn,. * * >“n-i$-tf~,n-17 *. . >Lil 
n n z 
denotes the ith divided difference of f. The error term in P is 
E(t) = f(t) - P(t) 
= (t - tn) * . . (t - tn_q) f [tn, . . . , t,_,, t]. 
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Note that if I = (tn_-q,max{t,,t}) and f E 0+‘(I), then there exists c E I such that 
thus, this approximation is quite accurate for t close to the end point t,. 
We now describe the switching function method. 
ALGORITHM 1. The switching function algorithm finds the next derivative jump discontinuity 
which is used as the next grid point. If 
l tn+l is the most recent grid point, 
0 yn+r is a numerical approximation to y(&+l), 
a Yh is a numerical approximation to an exact previous derivative jump discontinuity, 
then the algorithm is as follows. 
1. ~f[4tn,Y,)-Y] [ (t h x (Y n+lr yln+l) - Yh] > 0, then proceed to the next integration step. 
2. If [4tn, Yn) - Yhl x [4tn+1, Yn+l) - Yh] I 0, then there is a derivative jump discontinuity 
in [tn, t,+l]. To locate this jump, 
2.1. Construct Newton’s backward interpolation polynomial gh(t) from q + 1 previous 
values of the discrete switching function 
9h(Q = 4ti, Yi) - Yh, i=n-q,...,n. 
2.2. Use the bisection method to find the zero Zh of this polynomial in the extrapolated 
interval (tn, &+I) and take Zh as an approximation to the exact root 2 of the con- 
tinuous switching function a(t, y(t)) - Y. 
2.3. Take tn+l = zh as the next grid point. 
The following important question arises: how accurate is the above method? The answer is 
given by the following theorem. For simplicity, we assume a constant stepsize; however, the result 
of the theorem is still valid for a system of equations with a variable stepsize h. 
THEOREM 1. Consider the DDE: 
y’(t) = f(t,y(t),y(+y(t)))), ift E [a,bl, 
y(t) = 4(t), if t E [ii, b]. 
(2.3) 
Consider also the continuous and discrete switching functions, 
9(t) = f&Y(t)) - y, t?h(ti) = a(ti, !/i) - yh, 
where yi is a numerical approximation to the solution y(ti) of the DDE, and Y and Yh are the 
exact and the approximate derivative jump discontinuities of y(t) and yi, respectively. Assume 
that the function a(t, y) is Lipschitzian with respect to y with Lipschitz constant M, and g(t) has 
a zero in (tj, tj+l). Then, by extrapolating Newton’s backward interpolation polynomial PSh (t) 
for gh(ti), one can approximate the zero 2 of g(t) in (tj, tj+l) by the zero Zp of PSh(t) to the 






the degree of the interpohtion polynomial is at least (p - l), 
]Y -Yh] = o(hp), 
the global integration method is of order at least p, 
the zeros, Z; and Zp, nearest to Z, of Pg and P9,, are of multiplicity r and s, respectively, 
where Ps is Newton’s backward polynomid interpolating g at the points {tj-p+l, . . . , tj}, 
the divided difference 9[tj,. . . , tj_p+l, Z] is bounded. 
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PROOF. By Proposition 1, we may assume that g(t) changes ign in (tj, $+I); then for a s&i- 
ciently small h, gh(ti) also changes ign in the same interval (see [13]). Let Ps(t) and P9,Jt) be 
Newton’s backward interpolation polynomials of degree p - 1 for g(t) and gh( ti), respectively. 
These polynomials are constructed from the p previous grid points &+l, . . . , tj . If tj_-p+l > Y, 
then 
J%(t) - GM = 9w -9&) + (t - tj){9[t,Jj-1l-9h~tjJj-l]} 
+ .’ * + (t - tj) * ’ * (t - tj-p+z)(g[tj,. . . ) tj-p+l] - g&, . . . ) tj--p+l]}. 
(2.4) 
We prove by induction on the positive integer k that 
(t - tj+) * * * (t - tj_&m){g[tj_,, . . . ( tj_&m-l] -g&j -_m,. . . ,tj-,-,-,I}= O(hP), (2.5) 
where m = 0 , . . . ,p - 2 - k. For k = 0, 
lg(tj& - gh(tj-m)) = la(tj-m, Y(tj-7n)) - y - &-T?n %m) + yhl 
5 MY(Y(&7J - Yj-vTa)l + (y - X5( 
5 O(hP), m=O ,...,p-1. 
Now assume that (2.5) is true for k 5 p - 3; then for m = 0,. . . ,p - 1 - (k + l), we have 
(t - tj& *. * (t - tj_m_k_l){9[tj-m,. . . , tj-m-k-21 - Shltj-m,. *. rtj-m-k-21} 





t - tj-m 
tj-_m - tj-k-m-2 
(t - tj-m-1) ” * (t - tj-k-m-2) 
y tj-k-m-21 - g[tj-m-1, *. * 7 tj-k-m-2]}* 
Since there exists a constant M such that 
t - tj-m-k-1 
5 M and 
t - tj-m 
tj--m - tj-k-m-2 tj-m - tj-k-m-2 
i M, 
then, by the induction assumption (2.5), we have 
(t - tj-m) *. * (t - tj-m-k_l){g[tj-ml * - - 3 tj-k-m-l] - Sh(tj-m, * * * ,tj-k-m-2]}= o(hp), 
m=O ,...,p-2-(k+l). 
Hence, (2.5) is also true for k 5 p - 2, and therefore, 
IPg(t) - Pgh(t)l = O(h’), for ail t f (tj,tj+l). (2.6) 
Now let 2 be the zero of g(t) in (tj, tj+l) and Z;, Zp be the zeros nearest to 2 of Pg(t) and 
Pgh (t), respectively. Then the error term is 
E(Z) = c?(Z) - 9(Z) 
=(Z-tj)“‘(Z-tj-p+l)9[tjr...,tj_p+l,Z]. 
CUUA 27:4-D 
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Since there exists M’ such that g[tj, . . . , tj_p+l, Z] 5 M', then it is clear that 
I&(Z) - g(Z)1 = O(hP); 
therefore, Pg(Z) = O(P) because g(2) = 0. 
A Taylor expansion of Pg in a neighborhood of 2; gives us 
e?(Z) = 87(G) + [ 
p-2 P - mk+l pg(k+l) p;‘> c , 
kc0 (k+ I)! 1 
Since 2; is a zero of Pg of multiplicity r, then PiT) (2;) # 0, and since the term 
E ('- '8" p(k+l)(Z*) 
k=O (k+1Y g p 
(2.8) 
(2.7) 
is bounded, then from the fact that Pg (2;) = 0 and P,(Z) is of the order O(W), one can 
conclude that 
12; - 21 = 0 (hp/r) . (2.9) 
Since P,(Z;) = 0, then (2.6) applied to 2; gives 
Pgh (ZC)= O(hP). 
Similarly, a Taylor expansion of Pgh (2;) in a neighborhood of Zp gives us 
PSh (G) = PSh (ZP> + c 
Since Zp is a zero of Pgh of integer multiplicity s, then Ps(i)(Zp) # 0, and since 
E (2; - a” pg’;+l) (Zp) 
kc0 (‘+ ‘>! 
is bounded, we conclude that 
12; - Z,l = 0 (hpis). 
NOW from (2.9), (2.10) and the inequality 
12 - ZPl 5 12;; - zpl+ p; - 21, 
(2.10) 
we obtain the desired result 
12 _ zp ( = 0 (pnIPhP/s)) . 
2.3. Numerical Results for the Switching Functions 
I 
The following numerical results illustrate the accuracy of the switching function method in 
locating the derivative jump discontinuities. The Runge-Kutta-Verner (5,6) pair together with 
a three-point Hermite interpolation polynomial are used for the integration of the DDEs and 
Newton’s backward interpolation polynomial of degree 5 is used to extrapolate the switching 
function. The bisection method is used to locate the root of the extrapolated polynomial to 
machine precision (16 digits). Finally, a variable stepsize is adopted and the results are obtained 
by using different values of the tolerance. 
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Table 1. Absolute error in derivative jump discontinuities for Example 1. 
TOL 1 IRI -4 1 IR2 - e21 JR3 - esl 
lE05 l.lOE07 2.723-07 4.323-05 
lE07 5.08ElO 1.23EOS 1.14E07 
lE09 1.26ElO 2.13ElO 7.293-10 
lE12 3.773-15 9.01E14 8.523-13 
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EXAMPLE 1. Consider the DDE: 
Y’(t) = fy(t) Y(ln Y(t)) T for t>1, 
y(t) = I, for t E [0, 11. 
(2.11) 
The first three jumps occur at e, e2, eg = exp (3 - exp( 1 - e)) . Let RI, Rz, Rs denote the numerical 
approximation to e, e2, es, respectively, obtained by the switching function method. Table 1 shows 
the absolute error made in locating these discontinuities. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the DDE: 
YW = $J y(t)y(t - In(t) - l), for t>l, 
(2.12) 
Y(t) = 1, for t E [0, 11. 
Since the exact solution of (2.12) is not known and consequently the derivatives discontinuities 
cannot be found explicitly, reference values of the first two jumps, as given in [6], are: 
cl = 3.146 193 220 620 582 585 2, t2 = 5.925 449 824 508 246 492 6. (2.13) 
Let RI and R2 denote the numerical approximations to & and &, respectively. Then the absolute 
error made in locating these jumps is given in Table 2. 
Table 2. Absolute error in derivative jump discontinuities for Example 2. 
TOL 1% -&I IR2--E21 
lE05 1.493-07 2.993-06 
lE07 3.11E09 3.793-09 
lE09 l.OOElO l.OOE09 
lE12 1.683-13 1.293-14 
3. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF 
DELAY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
It is well-known that one-step methods for ordinary initial-value problems (OIVP), as well 
as linear multistep methods, can be adapted to solve the delay problem (1.1). Our numerical 
method is based on a modified version of a Runge-Kutta formula. 
3.1. Runge-Kutta Formulae for DDEs 
To use an (explicit) Runge-Kutta formula to solve the n-dimensional DDE: 
Y’(t) = f (t, y(% y(4hy(t)))), if t E [a, 4, 
Y(t) = f&(t) if t E [&a], 
(3.1) 
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where notation 1.4 is used, we approximate the value, y (c~(t, y(t))), of y(t) at the delay c~(t, y(t)) 
by means of a Hermite vector polynomial. 
This polynomial passes through the numerical solution y,, and its derivative agrees with the 
derivative yk at the q previous points, &,+I,. . . , t,. The resulting polynomial will be denoted 
by Q:(t), where the superscript h means that the numerical values were used in the construction. 
Thus, we have 
~(4ti,~i>) = Q;(4ti,yi)), 
where notation 1.4 is used for Qi(a(ti, yi)). 
In our error analysis below, we shall need a similar polynomial constructed with the exact 
values of y and y’. In this case, we shall denote the Hermite vector polynomial by Qq(t), without 
the subscript h. Thus, we have 
Y(+,Y@))) M Q&&Y(~))). 
Then an adapted r-stage Runge-Kutta formula is as follows: 
(3.2) 
where the vector increment function is 
\k(t,,y,,Q~(a(t,,y,)),h) = &iki, 
i=l 
and the lth component of ki is 
i-l 
h = fl tn + bh Yn + h C Pijkj, Q,” (a(t,irih,y.+h~~~jkj))), l=l,...,n. (3.3) 
j=l j=l 
Again, for simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the scalar case. In our scheme, Qt = Q,” is taken 
to be a three-point Hermite interpolation polynomial of degree five. The reason for taking a 
fifth-degree interpolation polynomial with a (5,6) Runge-Kutta formula pair will be made clear 
in Remark 2 in the following section. 
Formula (3.2), (3.3) will be called an adapted Runge-Kutta formula and !9 (t, y, Q,“(cr(t, y)), h) 
its increment fin&ion. 
The convergence of the resulting method will be the subject of the next subsection. 
3.2. Error Bounds and Order of Convergence 
Unlike the OIVP case, the study of the convergence property of an adapted Runge-Kutta 
scheme is complicated by the fact that an interpolation process is used in this scheme. Therefore 
some lemmas and theorems are needed to establish the order of convergence of an adapted Runge- 
Kutta method. We start by quoting the following fundamental lemma on the Lipschitz property 
of the increment function q. 
LEMMA 1. Assume that 
1. f(t, y, z) is Lipschitzian with respect to its second and third arguments, with Lipschitz 
constants Mz and Ms, respectively, 
2. a(t, y) is Lipschitzjan with respect to y, with Lipschitz constant M,, 
3. Q,“(a(t, yn)), as a function of (Y and yi, is Lipschjtzian with respect to (Y and the interpo- 
lated values yi, i = n - q + 1, . . . , n, with Lipschitz constants MQ and M, respectively 
Then there exists a constant Le such that 
PROOF. See 19, p. 32-341. I 
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REMARK 1. The Lipschitz property of the increment function X& is important because, as it will 
be seen later, it provides us with a bound for the global truncation error of a numerical method 
by using only a bound on the local truncation. This will be the subject of the next paragraph. 
3.2.1. Local truncation error 
To find an upper bound for the local truncation error of an adapted Runge-Kutta scheme, a 
local version of problem (3.1) is needed; hence we assume that the exact solution y(t) of (3.1) is 
known up to t = t, and consider the following problem on the interval [tn, t,+l]: 
I’@) = (4 34, Qq(46 S,,)), 
d(kb> =Y(L). 
(3.4) 
It is known that the local truncation error of a pth-order RK method for an OIVP is of the order 
(p + 1) on the interval [t n, t n+l] provided the solution y(t) E CP[a, b]. 
For an adapted pth-order RK method, we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2. The local truncation error in the numerical solution obtained by an adapted 
pth-order Runge-Kutta method is of the order (p + 1) with respect to problem (3.4) provided: 
1. y(t) E Cp[Wn+ll, 
2. the interpolation polynomial Q,” is smooth enough in [tn, &+I], i.e., the set of interpolation 
points is fixed during the integration step. 
PROOF. Under the given assumptions, (3.4) can be considered as an OIVP. Hence the numerical 
solution obtained by an adapted RK method coincides with that obtained by the corresponding 
ordinary pth-order RK method. See [9, p. 351. I 
Since (3.4) is a modification of the original problem (3.1), then the corresponding local trun- 
cation errors are not necessarily equal. If y(&+l) and yn+l are the exact and the numerical local 
solutions of (3.1), respectively, then the following important question arises: what can be said 
about the local error jly(tn+l) - yn+lJJ? The answer is given in the following lemma. 





y(t) is Lipschitzian with Lipschitz constant L,, 
IIQq(&> W) - Y(4t, W) )I I Lh”, where L is a positive constant and t E [tn, tn+l], 
the conditions of Proposition 2 and Lemma 1 hold. 
Ily(Gz+l> - yn+lI( L Mhmi”tP~q)+l 
for some positive constant M, where p is the order of the RK method. 
The proof of this lemma requires the following version of Gronwall’s inequality [15]: 
GRONWALL’S INEQUALITY. Let h(t) p 0, q5(t) 2 0 be real continuous functions on [a, b] and A 
be a tied constant. If 
OLh(t)<_A+ 
s 
n’ 4(s)h(s) ds, t E k&b], 
then 
0 5 h(t) 5 A exp (I’ Wds). 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2. From the local assumption, y(&) = ynr and the equalities 
Y(k+d - Y(L) = i;+* $9 Y@)> Y(& Y(N)) & 




t, !7(% Qq (4, B(t)))) dt, 
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one obtains 
I 1”‘” [“41Y(t) - i@>(I + M~IIY(@@,Y(~))) - Qq(a(t,i7(t)))ll] dt. 
&I 
Since 
(ly(4, y(N) - Q&G W) (I 
I Ily(4t, y(t))) - y(+, iG>)) 11 +I~Y(& W)) - Q&G W) 11, 
by Condition (l), one obtains 
IIY(4,YW) - Y(&W))ll L &/IlQ(t?Y(r)) - &Xt))II 
L -&MYllY(t) - %t>(l. 
Now, by Condition (2), we have 
IlYkL+i) - Y?z+ill I J”-+* [MzllY@) - -( )I[ Y t 
L 
+ Ms &, M,llY(t) - Y(t)11 + Ms Lhq] dt 
s 
L+1 
5 Ms Lhq+’ + (442 + M34,M4Iy(t) - iWl/ dt. 
t, 
Now, by Gronwall’s inequality with e(t) = Ily(t) - ill, we have 
(s 
k+1 
e(t,+l) 5 LM3hq+’ exp (M2+M3LYM&t 
t, > 
< LM3hq+le(Mz+M&&L)h - 
On the other hand, by Proposition 2, there exists M’ such that 
(3.5) 
[IY~+I - 5n+1ll I M’hP+‘. (3.6) 
Thus, finally from (3.5), (3.6) and the triangle inequality, we have 
Ily(t,+d -Yn+lll I IlY@n+l) -gn+lll + Il&l+l-yn+lll 
5 M"h9+1 + M’hP+l 
< Mhm’“{P,d+l 
- I 
REMARK 2. It can be seen, from the inequality 
(jY(t,+l) - ~n+ijl I M”hq+’ + M’hp+‘, 
that the local truncation of the method involves two types of errors. The first one is of the 
order 0 (h’J+‘) an d corresponds to the error due to the qth-degree interpolation polynomial, the 
second is of the order 0 (hP+l) and corresponds to the local truncation error of the pth-order 
integration method. Hence a (p - l)St-degree interpolation polynomial is needed together with 
a pth-order integration method so that the numerical method has a local truncation error of the 
order 0 (hP+‘). This explains our choice of the fifth-degree Hermite interpolation polynomial 
and the Runge-Kutta-Verner (5,6) pair in our scheme. 
The global truncation error is now considered in the last part of this section. 
3.2.2. Global truncation error 
The following theorem gives us a bound for the global error of the numerical method. 
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THEOREM 2. Let y(t) and yi denote the exact and the numerical solution, respectively of prob 
lem (3.1). If 
1. yi is obtained by a stable numerical method for ordinary differential equations together 
with an interpolation scheme, 
2. the local error of this method is of the order p + 1, 
then the global error \(y(&) - yn\( over the inter& [a, b] is of the order p. 
PROOF. If e, = yn - y(t,) d enotes the global truncation error of the numerical method, then, 
substituting 
Yn+1 = Yn + h’lk 
( 
bl,Yn, Q,"(a(t,, y,)),h) 
in 
en+1 = Y~+I - Y(~+I) 
= in + hrk(t,,y,,Q~(a(t,,y,)),h) - Y(&+I), 
we have 
e,+r=yn-y(t,)+h[Q( t,,y,,Q,h(cu(t,,y,)),h) - ~(tnry(tn),Q~(a(t,,y(t,))),h)] 
+ +n, y(tn>, Qp(&n, y(hd>), h) - [&+d - &)] (3.7) 
= e, + h[p(t,,y,,Q~(a(t,,y,)),h) - ~(tn,y(tn),Qs(a(tn,v(t,))),h)] +&dh), 
where 
R,(h) = - [y(t,+l) - y(k) - hQ (k> y(k), Q&(tn, d&J,), h)] .
Hence, by Lemma 2, 
R,(h) = o(IP+l). (3.8) 
Also, since the interpolation polynomial Q,” satisfies Condition (3) of Lemma 1, then there exists 
a positive constant LQ such that 
(l~(t,,y~,Q~(a(tn,Sln))rh) -~~~,y(t,),Qq(a(t,,y(t,))),h)/I I kn<$jyi -y(ti))l. 
- 
Hence, from (3.7) and (3.8), one obtains the following estimate for the global discretization error: 
Ilen+lll 5 (1 + l-&) m<y lIeill + KhP+l. (3.9) 
- 
Now, let D = Khp+’ and L = LQ. Then by induction on n, we prove that 
lIenIl i D (’ ’ hL)n - ’ + (1 + hL)“Ileoll. 
hL 
(3.10) 
This inequality is trivial for n = 0. Assume that it is true for all i I n. From (3.9), we have 
Ilen+1 II 2 Ill + 41 ~<y lIeill + D. - 
Since 
lIeill I D (’ + hL)i - 1 + (1 + hL)i lleOll 
hL 
, i 5 n, 
it follows that 
h+lll I Cl+ hL)D 
(1 + hL)” - 1 
hL + (1 + hL)“+‘(leo(( + D 
5 D (’ ’ hL)n+l - ’ + (1 + hL)n+‘Ileoll. 
hL 
Hence, (3.10) is also true for n + 1, and therefore, it is true for any positive integer n. 
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Let n denotes the total number of steps taken over the interval [a, b]. 
easy to see that 
Since 1 + hL 5 ehL, it is 
and, since hn = b - a, 
knll 5 D 
@(b-a) - 1 
hL 
This proves that the global discretization error is 
lIeOIl = 0 in the initial value problem. 
+ (ehL)n lIeoIl, 
+ eL(b-a)IleOll. 
of the order p because D = 0 (hP+‘) and 
I 
4. STEPSIZE CONTROL AND NUMERICAL RESULTS 
4.1. Stepsize Control by Means of a Pair of Formulae 
The use of a Runge-Kutta formula pair is a practical way to estimate the local truncation error 
of a numerical method and control the stepsize. 
If jj, and pn denote the numerical approximations of the (p + l)st- and pth-order formulae, 
respectively, then the difference 
EST = II%, - ~,z/nll 
is an estimate of the local truncation error of the integration process. 
The strategy adopted for the stepsize control is to bound the local discretization error by a 
tolerance, TOL, per unit step. If II . II is the maximum norm, hoId is the most recent stepsize 
already taken, h,,, is the next step to be taken and hmin is the minimum step allowed by the 
routine, then the stepsize control algorithm is as follows: 
ALGORITHM 2. This algorithm controls the step&e. After each integration step: 
1. Compute the estimate EST per unit step, that is 11~~ - ynII/hold, 
2. If EST 5 TOL, then 
factor =min{ 1.5,O.g * (TOL/EST)‘/6}, 
h - h,ld*factor, new - 
n=n+l, 
go to start. 
3. If TOL< EST, then 
If the number of successive failures is less than three, then 
factor =min{ 1.5,O.g * (TOL/EST)1/6}, 
h h,ld*factor new = 
if h,,, < hmin user must increase TOL to continue 
else 
go to start. 
If the number of successive failures is greater than or equal to three, then 
if hoid * 0.5 > hmin, then 
h - hoId * 0.5, new - 
go to start 
if hoId * 0.5 5 hmin user must increase TOL to continue 
4.2. Numerical Results 
In this section, four examples are used to illustrate the accuracy and cost of our scheme. The 
numerical results of the test problems are given at final time, tf , in Tables 3-6, where the following 
abbreviations are used: 
TOL: tolerance for the maximum norm of the error estimate. 
NFE: number of function evaluations. 
MRE: maximum relative error of solution components at final integration point tf. 
Computer Solutions 
EXAMPLE 3. The following well-known delay problem from biology 
y’(t) = Y(t - I), r E P, 151, 
y(t) = 1, t E [-1,017 
is taken from [8]. The exact solution is 
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(4.1) 
k (t-i + l)i 
y(t) = c i! 7 tE[k-l,k]. 
i=o 
The numerical results at tf = 15 for different values of the tolerance are given in Table 3. 
Table 3. Numerical results for Example 3. 
TOL NFE MRE 
10-d 741 3.513-06 
10-s 1079 1.643-07 
10-s 1471 3.813-09 
10-10 1926 3.51ElO 
10-12 2962 4.693-12 
EXAMPLE 4. The following delay problem: 
y’(t) = 7 y(t)y(t - In(t) - l), t E [l,Ja], 
(4.2) 
y(t) = 1, t E [O, 117 
is taken from [6]. As it was mentioned in Example 2, a second- and a third-derivative jump 
discontinuities of the solution occur, respectively, at the points <r and 52 given in (2.13). The 
numerical results at tj = 52 for different values of the tolerance are listed in Table 4. 
Table 4. Numerical results for Example 4. 







y’(t) = 3y(t)y(W(t))), t E [l e21, 
y(t) = 1, t E [O, 11, 
is taken from [4]. The exact solution is 
y(t) = 
i 
t, t E Lel, 
ew(tle), t E [e, e2]. 
(4.3) 
The numerical results at tj = e2 for different values of the tolerance are given in Table 5. 
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Table 5. Numerical results for Example 5. 
, 
TOL NFE MRE 
10-4 190 3.153-06 
10-s 232 1.473-07 
10-s 316 6.223-09 
10-10 596 1.15ElO 
10-12 1191 3.153-13 
EXAMPLE 6. Our last example is the following DDE [l] (left) on t E [0, l] with initial conditions 
(right) on t E [-l,O]: 
y:(t) = y5(t - 1) + y3(t - 2), 
Y;(t) = y1(t - 1) + Yz(t - 0.5), 
y;(t) = y3(t - 1) + y1(t - 0.5), 
Y;(t) = Ys(t - l)y4(t - I), 
Y&G) = Yl(t - I), 
YIP) = exp(t + I), 
y2(t) = exp(t + 0.5), 
y3(t) = sin(t + l), 
y4tt) = exp(t + I), 
y5(t) = exp(t + 1). 
(4.4) 
The exact solution is 
yl(t) = exp(t) - cos(t) + e, t E [O,ll, 
Y2((t) = 
{ 
2 exp(t) + exp(0.5) - 2, t E [O, 0.51) 
exp(t) + 2exp(t - 0.5) + texp(0.5) - 2t + 1.5exp(0.5) - 3, t E [0.5,1], 
Y3(4 = 
C 
exp(t + 0.5) - cos(t) + 1 - exp(0.5) + sin(l), t E [0,0.5], 
- cos(t) + exp(t - 0.5) - sin(t - 0.5) + (t + 0.5)e - exp(0.5) + sin(l), t E [0.5,1], 
g4(t) = 0.5 exp(2t) - 0.5 + e, t E [O, I], 
Ys(t) = exp(t) + e - 1, t E [O, 11. 
The numerical results at tf = 1 for different values of the tolerance are given in Table 6. 
Table 6. Numerical results for Example 6. 
5. CONCLUSION 
An accurate location of the derivative jump discontinuities is critical for the performance of any 
numerical DDE solver. The numerical results presented in this paper indicate that an adapted 
Runge-Kutta scheme for solving DDEs with nonvanishing lag can achieve the required accuracy. 
It is shown that the effect of approximating the solution at the delay is negligible and that, in 
general, it is sufficient to use an interpolation polynomial of degree one less than the order of the 
method. Moreover, the use of a Runge-Kutta formula pair in the numerical scheme provides a 
practical way to estimate the local truncation error of the method and consequently to control 
the stepsize. 
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The numerical algorithm presented here compares well with other methods for nonvanishing 
delay and it exemplifies the way ODE algorithms can be modified to solve DDEs. Thus, the 
numerical solution of DDEs should benefit from the existing ODE softwares since the complication 
arising from discontinuities and interpolation can be overcome without resorting to completely 
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